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a b s t r a c t

A mechanical fatigue life analysis of the type used for lifetime predictions in structural materials has been
adapted to characterize PEM fuel cell membranes. It is shown that a stress vs. cycles-to-failure (S–N) curve
analysis is capable of: (1) predicting the mechanical durability of PEM membranes under humidity cycling,
and (2) assessing the fraction of membrane life remaining in degraded MEAs. Mechanical fatigue testing
was performed in a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) at 60 ◦C and 90% relative humidity (RH) under
eywords:
EMFC
embrane durability

elative humidity cycling
echanical fatigue

different values of stress amplitude, and the results were used to plot the S–N curve. The stress amplitude
for the S–N curve was then mapped to the equivalent change in RH as a methodology for characterizing
membrane mechanical resistance to humidity cycling.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
embrane life prediction
–N curve

. Introduction

It is known that the durability of PEM fuel cells can be lim-
ted by membrane resistance to mechanical failure [1–4], and
here have been numerous publications concerning the mem-
rane mechanical characteristics/durability [5–10]. However, these
rticles focus on the tensile strength and ductility changes in mem-
ranes subjected to chemical and mechanical degradation. Such
easurements of mechanical response under monotonic uniaxial

oading are not representative of the constraints under which the
EAs operate, and thus these observations cannot form the basis

or membrane life prediction methodologies.
PEM fuel cell membranes undergo frequent mechanical stress

nd strain variations due to water content changes resulting from
arying load on the cell, particularly in transportation applications.
t high relative humidity levels, membrane water content increases
nd the membrane expands. At lower humidity levels, the oppo-
ite occurs and the membrane contracts. Stress arises as a result of
his strain because the membrane is constrained by a seal adjacent

o the inlet and by the axial loading of the stack. This situation, in
hich the membrane experiences a cyclic stress, is analogous to the

ircumstances under which structural materials undergo mechan-
cal fatigue. Fatigue failure can occur in metals and polymers under

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 860 727 2312; fax: +1 869 998 8229.
E-mail address: tai-tsui.aindow@utcpower.com (T.T. Aindow).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.12.031
cyclic stresses at stress levels far below that required to cause fail-
ure under monotonic loading; this is due to the accumulation of
damage/defects in each cycle, which can lead to failure over large
numbers of cycles. Fatigue data are typically represented on S–N
curves which show the variation in number of cycles to failure, N,
against stress amplitude, S [11]. In this work, it is proposed that
internal stresses experienced by the membrane as a result of in-
cell humidity cycling can be simulated by ex situ stress cycling, i.e.
mechanical fatigue testing. Thus, mechanical fatigue testing can be
used to evaluate membrane resistance to mechanical failure caused
by humidity cycling. Although there have been recent attempts to
address this issue using cyclic pressurized blister testing [12,13],
the experimental set-up is relatively involved and the data reduc-
tion required is complex [14]. Furthermore, the correlation of such
test data with the magnitude of the humidity cycling has not been
made directly. Here we report a much simpler approach based upon
DMA cycling; this methodology enables the prediction of mem-
brane life in fuel cells operated under cyclic conditions. Moreover,
DMA fatigue testing can also be used to evaluate degraded mem-
branes and thus to assess the amount of life remaining.

2. Experimental
Mechanical fatigue testing has been performed to characterize
membrane resistance to mechanical failure under cyclic loading.
Details regarding the MEAs investigated and the test procedures
used in this study are described below.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.12.031
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:tai-tsui.aindow@utcpower.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.12.031
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the dog-bone sample geometry used.

.1. MEA samples

Commercially available PRIMEA® MEAs have been used for the
urrent study. Fig. 1 shows the dog-bone geometry of the samples
xtracted from the MEAs for the cyclic fatigue testing. The sam-
les had a gauge length of 5 mm and a width of 5 mm. It is noted
hat this sample geometry does not follow the ∼5:1 length:width
atio required for ASTM standards. This non-standard geometry
as adopted both to accommodate the very limited extension that

an be achieved with the DMA instrument used in this study and to
acilitate the extraction of specific/localized areas in post-mortem
ells. For this study, samples were extracted from as-received
EAs in two orthogonal directions, which are designated the trans-

erse and longitudinal directions as shown in Fig. 2. The results of
he fatigue tests performed on these samples were then used to
onstruct the S–N curves for the MEAs. In addition, testing was
arried out on degraded MEA samples taken from full size fuel
ells that had been operated to failure. Since these latter sam-
les were taken from MEAs in which the membrane had already
ailed (as revealed by fuel-to-air cross-over), the DMA samples
ere extracted from the intact regions of the MEA to assess the

ccumulative damage (or remaining life) of the membrane at these
egions.

.2. Mechanical fatigue testing

Mechanical fatigue testing was performed using a Q800 DMA
rom Thermal Analysis Instruments. The Q800 DMA is equipped
ith an environmental chamber that is capable of maintaining a

elative humidity (RH) of up to ∼93%. For the majority of this study,

ests were performed at 60 ◦C under 90% RH in N2 using a cycle
requency of 10 Hz. The samples were equilibrated in the unloaded
ondition for ∼100 min prior to cyclic (sinusoidal) stress testing at
ifferent stress amplitudes. For each value of the stress amplitude,

ig. 2. Schematic diagram showing the orientations of the samples extracted from
he as-received MEA.
Cycles-to-Failure 

Fig. 3. Mechanical fatigue data for samples extracted from the as-received MEA in
the transverse and longitudinal directions (60 ◦C, 90% RH, 10 Hz in N2).

multiple tests were performed. In all cases, the minimum stress
was set at 20% of the maximum stress. Since MEA (as opposed to
bare membrane) samples were used in the current study, the actual
stress is calculated based on the assumption that the membrane is
the only load-bearing component in the MEA, i.e. the catalyst layers
do not bear any load. For instance, for a nominal stress of 2.0 MPa,
the actual stress is calculated as:

2.0 MPa × 40 mm (thickness of MEA)
18 mm (thickness of membrane)

= 4.44 MPa.

2.3. Fixed strain testing

In addition to the cyclic stress tests described above, static
tests were also performed by measuring the stress induced in
samples held at a fixed length while changing the relative humid-
ity. Each sample was first equilibrated to 90% RH for ∼100 min
under zero load. A nominal strain of 0.2% was then applied to
straighten the sample before humidity cycling. The RH was then
stepped down to 30% or 10% and ramped back up to 90% for
multiple times and the DMA response was used to monitor the
induced stress. The purpose of these tests was to establish the
amplitude of the mechanical stress associated with membrane
dry-out as a result of reduced humidity. This enables the fatigue
response of the MEAs measured in cyclic stress testing to be related
directly to the humidity cycling experienced during operation (i.e.
stress ↔ �RH).

3. Results

3.1. Mechanical fatigue S–N curve

As-received PRIMEA® MEA samples were subjected to mechan-
ical fatigue testing at various stress amplitudes. On average four
samples were tested at each value of the stress amplitude. The
results were used to plot S–N curves for the MEA as shown in Fig. 3.
Since the values obtained from the samples oriented in the trans-
verse and longitudinal directions are different, the data are plotted
on two separate S–N curves. For the stress amplitudes used in this
study (i.e. between 4.17 MPa and 8.33 MPa), the membrane failed
after 107 to 103 cycles. These S–N curves show that the membrane
exhibits characteristics that are typical for polymeric materials. In

addition, it is noted that, at a given stress amplitude, the PRIMEA®

MEA exhibits a greater resistance to fatigue failure in the transverse
direction than in the longitudinal direction. This is presumably due
to structural anisotropy in the plane of the membrane that arises
as a result of the manufacturing process used by W.L. Gore & Asso-
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Fig. 5. (a) Effect of RH cycling on stress in as-received MEA samples: the blue trace
represents the stress that the membrane experiences, and the RH variation is shown
ig. 4. Backscattered electron SEM image obtained from a cyclic fatigue tested
EA.

iates (Gore). Fig. 4 is an SEM image obtained from a sample fatigue
ested at a stress amplitude of 5.56 MPa. Multiple through-plane
racks can be observed and these appear to have initiated in the
atalyst layers.

.2. Fixed strain test

To measure the mechanical stress induced by humidity cycling,
amples of as-received Gore PRIMEA® MEA were subjected to a
xed strain experiment whereby the samples were held at a con-
tant length while the relative humidity was changed in fixed
ncrements of 2% (instrument maximum capability). The stress
equired to maintain the constant sample length was recorded dur-
ng the experiment. The results for the samples oriented in the
ongitudinal direction at 60 ◦C are shown in Fig. 5(a). The stress can
lso be plotted with respect to �RH which is presented in Fig. 5(b).
t is concluded that reducing the RH level from 90% to 70%, 50%, 30%
nd 10% leads to stresses of 2.8, 4.3, 5.3 and 6.3 MPa, respectively.
t should be noted that these stress values are likely to be lower
han the actual stress that the membrane experiences in fuel cell
pplications where the humidity cycling is more rapid. In the fixed
train tests reported here, stress relaxation reduced the apparent
tress endured by the membrane as the duration of the test was
elatively long. Evidence for this stress relaxation process can be
bserved on the stress curve in Fig. 5(a): there are serrations visi-
le in the magnified inset, and a significant drop in stress following
he application of 0.2% initial strain to the MEA prior to humidity
ycling.

We note that the stress values associated with reducing
H in the samples oriented in the transverse direction are

dentical to those in the samples oriented in the longitudinal
irection.

.3. Degraded MEA

Fatigue testing was also performed as a post-mortem evalu-
tion of a degraded MEA. The MEA used was removed from a
tack that had been operated to failure. Samples were extracted
rom portions of the MEA away from the failure site, and these
amples were subjected to cyclic stress testing at 60 ◦C and

0% RH. At a maximum stress value of 5.56 MPa, the samples
ailed after only 1000–2000 cycles. We note that the number
f cycles-to-failure for the as-received samples at this stress
mplitude was ∼40,000 (Fig. 3); it is therefore concluded that
he remaining life for this region of the degraded MEA is less
han 5%.
in red. (b) Mechanical stress induced expressed as a function of �RH (multiple RH
cycles). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

4. Discussion

4.1. Membrane mechanical durability under humidity cycling

Currently there is no validated ex situ methodology that can be
used to characterize membrane durability under humidity cycling
conditions (different ranges of RH cycling). It is proposed that the
stress applied in DMA tests can be translated to the amplitude of
relative humidity cycling that the membrane experiences in the
fuel cell. Therefore, the durability of a PEM fuel cell can be esti-
mated. Based on the results obtained from the fixed strain tests
(Fig. 5), the magnitude of the stress induced by a change in rela-
tive humidity (�RH) can be established. The S–N curves measured
from cyclic stress testing (Fig. 3) can then be converted to �RH
vs. cycles-to-failure (i.e. �RH–N) curves. Fig. 6 shows the relation-
ship between �RH and cycles-to-failure for as-received MEAs. It is
envisaged that such plots can be used to guide PEM fuel cell design;
for a given durability requirement (i.e. number of cycles), the max-
imum �RH that the membrane can withstand may be predicted.
For instance, for a durability requirement of 106 cycles, the maxi-
mum �RH to which the membrane could be subjected is ∼30%. It
should be noted that although the membrane’s mechanical durabil-
ity is different in the two orthogonal directions investigated, under
humidity cycling the stress experienced by the membrane in the
two directions will be identical. Thus, the overall durability of the
MEA will be limited by the weaker orientation, i.e. the longitudinal

direction for the MEA studied here.

The SEM image shown in Fig. 4 indicates that cracks initiated
in the catalyst layers can propagate into the membrane and poten-
tially lead to the on-set of membrane failure. Therefore the fatigue
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ig. 6. Membrane failure resistance (�RH–N) curves obtained by converting the
tress amplitude in the S–N curves shown in Fig. 3 to an equivalent change in RH.

ata obtained here may have been affected by the weaker cata-
yst layers. We postulate that the durability of bare membranes,
.e. those not bonded to catalyst layers, could be higher than those
eported in the current study. Further experimental work would be
equired to confirm this hypothesis.

.2. Remaining life of degraded MEA

Similarly, there is currently no well-established methodology
n the open literature for evaluation of life remaining in degraded

embranes. Post-mortem analyses of cells that have not failed
ften consist of measurements of membrane thickness or uni-axial
ensile testing of the membranes. Neither of these methods pro-
ides a quantitative estimate of remaining life. In this study, it is
uggested that fatigue testing of degraded samples can form the
asis of a methodology for quantitative predictions of remaining

ife. Thus, by comparing the fatigue data from the degraded sam-
les with baseline S–N data obtained from virgin membranes, the
emaining life of a non-failed cell can be estimated. For instance,
onsider the degraded MEA samples taken from a failed stack

nd subjected to DMA testing at 5.56 MPa that failed after ∼1500
ycles (Section 3.3). It can be estimated that the remaining life of
his degraded sample is <5% (∼1500/∼40,000). Such tests could be
pplied both to in situ (e.g. accelerated stress testing) and to ex situ
e.g. Fenton testing) degraded membranes.

[

[

[

r Sources 196 (2011) 3851–3854

5. Conclusion

A methodology for the characterization of mechanical dura-
bility in PEMFC membranes under humidity cycling has been
presented. It has been shown that the stress state that the mem-
brane experiences during the humidity cycling, which arises as
a result of load cycling in a fuel cell environment, can be simu-
lated using ex situ mechanical fatigue testing. Thus, such testing
can be used to evaluate membrane failure resistance under rela-
tive humidity cycling. In addition, fatigue testing can be used in
post-mortem analyses to assess the remaining life of degraded
membranes.
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